PARTS CLEANING BRUSHES — for use in cleaning all engines and engine parts (truck, auto, aircraft, marine, farm), transmissions, brakes, gear boxes and other metal parts.

- Stiff, long-lasting Trialoy® polyester bristle shaped for maximum cleaning efficiency.
- Durable, injection molded handle with ribbed design for firm grip.
- Designed to be used in either solvent-based or water-based cleaning solutions.
- Contact us for special bulk private label quotes. We can use tan or black handles and several ferrule colors along with custom printing on most brushes.

DETAILING BRUSHES — SoftTip brushes for detailing vehicles, boats, aircraft and more.

89500 89510 BUCKET BRUSHES
ATLASTA®, ATLASTA® SoftTip
Parts Washer and Detail Brush

“Bucket brushes” are designed for hand use in a parts washing sink or solvent container. Cleaning is achieved by pressing the solvent-filled Trialoy® bristles against the dirty surface. A tough brush that will last and last. 89510 is similar to our popular Atlasta® parts cleaning brush but with softer filament that won’t scratch chrome or polished metal. Both have innovative bullet-shaped tips that resist mushrooming. Durable injection molded handle with ribbed design for firm grip. Long-lasting, stiff Trialoy® polyester filament can be used in either solvent- or water-based cleaning solutions.

89500 ATLASTA® Parts Brush. Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 5 oz.
89510 ATLASTA® Soft Tip Brush. Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 5 oz.

89520 89530 89540 89550 89680 FLOW-THRU BRUSHES
ORIFLO®, ORIFLO® SoftTip, MULTIJET® are Flow-Thru Brushes Designed for Parts Washing Sinks with Circulating Solvent Systems.

Designed for industrial parts washers with solvent circulating pumps. 89520, 89530, 89540 ORIFLO® flow-thru parts washer brushes deliver a continuous stream of solvent through the bristle. 89530 includes a 28” Buna N (nitrile rubber) tube. 89550 MULTIJET® employs an additional ring of solvent jets to wash debris from the cleaning head. 89680 STRAIGHT SHOOTER incorporates a push button flow control valve. Bullet-shaped tip resists mushrooming. Durable, injection-molded handle with ribbed design for firm grip. Long-lasting, stiff Trialoy® polyester filament can be used in either solvent- or water-based cleaning solutions.

89520 ORIFLO® Flow-Thru Brush. Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 5 oz.
89530 ORIFLO® Flow-Thru Brush with 28” Tube. Hang Card with Bag. Shipping wt. 8 oz.
89540 ORIFLO® Flow-Thru Soft Tip Brush. Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 5 oz.
89550 Multijet® Flow-Thru Brush. Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 5 oz.
89680 Straight Shooter #8 Flow-Thru Brush w/Valve. Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 5 oz.
### Ergonomic Brushes

**For Each of Our Most Popular Parts**

Cleaning Brushes, We Have Developed an Ergonomic Equivalent.

The angled handle is designed to reduce strain in either a flowing solvent system or a solvent bath. Bullet-shaped tip resists mushrooming. Durable, injection-molded handle with ribbed design for firm grip. Long-lasting, stiff Trialoy® polyester filament can be used in either solvent- or water-based cleaning solutions.

89650 and 89690 incorporate the specially designed Multijet™ ferrule with an additional ring of solvent jets to wash debris from the cleaning head.

89640 Brake Beauty #4 Flow-Thru Brush w/Valve. Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 6 oz.
89650 Multi Flow #5 MJ Flow-Thru Brush w/Valve. Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 5 oz.
89660 Work Horse #6 Flow-Thru Brush. Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 5 oz.
89670 Bucket Buddy #7 Brush. Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 5 oz.

### Flat Brushes

**TIME SAVER #1, #2, and #3.** For Large Surface Cleaning Jobs, Our Innovative Flat Brush Design Makes Cleanup a Breeze.

TIME SAVER brushes are available in three separate models, each incorporating our strain-fighting ergonomic design. Durable, injection molded handle with ribbed design for firm grip. Long-lasting, stiff Trialoy® polyester filament can be used in either solvent- or water-based cleaning solutions.

89610 Time Saver #1 Flow-Thru Brush w/Valve. Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 6 oz.
89630 Time Saver #3 Flat Brush. Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 6 oz.

### Rubber Tubing

89560 28” and 89570 48” Buna N Tubing

Connects to Solvent Circulating System and Works with Any Flow-Through Brush.

Buna N (nitrile rubber) tubing is resistant to solvent-based cleaning solutions. End of tube fits .50” - .60” nozzle on circulating solvent parts washers. O.D. 5/8”. I.D. 1/4”.

89560 Rubber Tube 28”, Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 4 oz.
89570 Rubber Tube 48”, Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 7 oz.